Vaccine waning and immune escape drive the second surge of Omicron spread in Hong Kong: A modeling study
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Abstract

The Omicron subvariant BA.2 caused the start of the fifth epidemic wave in Hong Kong in early 2022, leading to a significant outbreak and triggering more people get immunized in a population with relatively low vaccine coverage. About half a year later, a second outbreak, largely dominated by BA.4 and BA.5 subvariants, began to spread, which peaked within few months. How the waning of the vaccine protection and the immune escape properties together with other factors, including social distancing and outdoor temperature, drove the second surge of infections is unknown. The challenge is that basic epidemic modeling is not able to capture longitudinal change in vaccine waning and dose interval. We developed mathematical equations to formulate continuous change of vaccine waning after observing empirical serological data and incorporate them into a multi-strain discrete-time SEIR (Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Removed) model. Using the reported cases during the first outbreak as the training set together with daily vaccination rates, population mobility and temperature, the model successfully predicted the second surge and the replacement by BA.4/5, leading to a cumulative number of cases about 543,600 (7.27% of total population). If vaccine protection maintained without decreasing, the number of predicted cumulative cases reduced 35%. If perfect vaccine coverage reached (100%) by 1st June, the number of cases was only partially reduced 18.65%. Moderate level of social distancing (10% reduction in population mobility) reduced only 13.78% cases, which was not able to prevent the second surge. The results suggest future local outbreaks will remain as long as new immune escape happens with waning immunity, even if the moderate level of social distancing is present. Therefore, a more accurate model forecasting considering waning immunity remains needed in order to allow a better preparation of the next outbreaks.
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Introduction

COVID-19 has been spreading around the world since 2020. Even though vaccines provide protection against COVID-19 transmission and reduce the number of hospital admissions, the end of a public health emergency is still not yet [1]. Uncertainties remain, for example, the protection from the vaccine declines over time because of waning immunity [2-4] and the virus is still able to evolve to escape from immunity. Therefore, repeated outbreaks may likely to happen. How these factors along with social distancing and outdoor temperature drive the new surges of infections and whether high vaccine coverage is able to prevent future outbreaks are still not clear.

Hong Kong faced a significant health burden from the fifth wave since Chinese New Year in 2022 for about three months and experienced a second surge about half a year later. Omicron (BA.2) first entered the community in December 2021, triggering the outbreak. Up to April 2022, about infected cases were reported (in a total population of 7.48 million) and the highest daily number of new cases exceeds 60,000 [5]. After the peak of the fifth wave, the epidemic was effectively suppressed between April and June (e.g. the number of daily cases was consistently below 1,000). However, a second surge began around July and peaked in September. This wave might be controlled by the combined effects of enlarging social distance and improving vaccine coverage.

During this period, BA.4 and BA.5 (denoted as BA.4/5) subvariants were identified in Hong Kong since June 2022. By the end of October 2022, BA.2 declined while BA.4/5 mutant viruses predominated, occupying about 90% [6]. A previous study has found that BA.4/5 have a greater potential to escape vaccine protection and are substantially (4.2-fold) more resistant to neutralization by sera than BA.2 and thus more likely to lead to vaccine breakthrough infections [7].

During the early fifth wave (between late December 2021 and early March 2022), most people in Hong Kong have completed at least one dose of vaccine and began to receive second or boosting doses. As of January 15th, 2022, the vaccine coverage of residents in Hong Kong is as follows: the first dose was 65.88%, the second dose was 62.93% and the rate of boosting dose was only 5.33%. Two brands of vaccines (BNT162b2 and SINOVAC) were available to the public since February 2021. Both vaccines differed in their level of protection and the trend of waning. A study found that the booster of BNT162b2 provided a higher level of protection but the protection from both vaccines waned significantly within 6 months [8]. 77% protection was found if people received 3 doses of BNT162b2 at 180th days since the second injection but 3 doses of SINOVAC only remained at 8% protection. The protections after two doses of the vaccine (regardless of which brand) are generally very low. Waning protection from high to lower levels allows populations to be re-exposed to high-risk infections along with new subvariants, but only very few studies have quantified the impact of vaccine waning on the new infection surges.
Although many recent studies focus on assessing different vaccine allocation or dosing interval strategies [9,10] using the Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Removed (SEIR) model considering vaccination or the waning of immunity, these studies assumed the protection of vaccine fixed at different fixed levels before or after the immunity waned. A long-term continuous change in immunity provides a more accurate description of real immunological data but this has not been incorporated into the SEIR model in recent studies.

The study aimed at forecasting a subsequent outbreak that was caused by new Omicron subvariants when the vaccine-induced immunity continued to decline. We built an SEIR model embedding the daily change in immunity after vaccination and trained the model during the first outbreak. The parameterized model successfully predicted the rise of the second surge after BA.4/5 were imported. The model helps to make better preparation of the next outbreak.

**Methods**

Methods were divided into two parts. First, we used sera data to simulate the mathematical function of vaccine protection. Second, we estimated a generalized SEIR combining with time-discrete vaccinated population.

**Vaccine waning immunity**

We developed the mathematical function of the effect of boosting and waning vaccine-induced immunity with the following assumptions: First, individuals received the second dose of vaccine 30 days after the first dose on average and the third dose 200 days after the second dose on average. Second, vaccine protection changed non-linearly over time. Thus, we used a generalized exponential function to fit the decay of protection from sera data [11]. Third, the protection increased and peaked on 6th days after vaccination, and then, was followed by the waning [12]. Besides, no matter which brand of vaccine, one dose of vaccine did not provide protection [13]. The mathematical function would be used in later modeling simulation.

**Mathematical modeling**

**Formulation of transmission rate**

The time-varying parameter $\beta$ are determined by several factors, including weather, population mobility, and the percentage of vaccinated population. Therefore we have:

$$\beta_{j,k}^t = C_0 \cdot M_t \cdot (1 - p_{jk}) \cdot p_0 \cdot W_t(T_t)$$

where $j$ is the number of vaccines already administered and $k$ is the number of days after the last dose. $C_0$ is the average contact number [14]; $M_t$ is the daily average mobility rate from google website (Supplementary Figure S1A) [15]; $p_{jk}$ is the
Vaccine protection when an individual has received \( j \) dose after \( k \) day; \( \rho_0 \) is the reference probability of successful transmission under each contact; and \( W_t \) is the nonlinear function of daily temperature \( T_t \). \( W_t \) was influenced by weather, which is a function defined by daily average temperature (Supplementary Figure S1B). Within a certain range, the increase or decrease of temperature would both enhance the transmission ability of disease [16].

**Discrete-time simulation with vaccination**

A discrete-time model with vaccination was developed based on SEIR framework [17-22]. The model assumed that the whole population was initially susceptible (\( S \) group) and there would be partial population from \( S \) group received the first dose of vaccine every day. People who had received the first dose of the vaccine and never been infected would receive the second dose (with the probability of \( p \rho_2 \)) 30 days (on average) after the injection of first dose. Similarly, people who had received the second dose of the vaccine and never been infected would receive the third dose (with the probability of \( p \rho_3 \)) 200 days after the first dose (on average). The individuals who had received vaccine and never been infected were defined as vaccinated group (\( V \) group). Some people in \( S \) group would be exposed to the virus and become exposed (\( E \) group) before they were vaccinated. \( S \) and \( V \) population become \( E \) with \( \beta \). \( \beta_0 \) and \( \beta_v \) are respectively the ability of disease transmission across the susceptible and vaccinated population. After a period of incubation time \( (1/\delta) \), they were detected to be Infectious (\( I \) group), and then recovered (\( R \)). \( \gamma_0 \) is the recovered rate of individuals without vaccine [23] and \( \gamma_v \) is the recovered rate with vaccine [24]; Vaccine protection waned over time. Depending on the number of doses and the days since injection, the protections (\( p_{j,k} \)) against the virus are different between different \( V_{j,k} \). The simplified model schematic was plotted (Fig.1). The detailed model schematic and steps can be found in Supplementary Methods and Fig. S2).

---

**Fig. 1.** Daily time-step discrete SEIR model with vaccination. Individuals were classified into
the following group: S (Susceptible, without any vaccination and never been infected), V (Individuals with vaccination), E (exposed but not yet infected individuals), I (infected individuals, including pre-clinical, clinical, and sub-clinical infections) and R (recovered, including hospital confirmed, recovered and removed individuals).

**Multi-strain modelling**

We estimated the impact of BA.4 and BA.5 on protection using viral titre data. Our research only used BNT162b2’s data to replace two brands when focusing on BA.4/5. In order to formulate 3-dose vaccine protection for BA.4/5, we adopted a negative exponential dose–response model [21]. The probability of infection for a susceptible individual is defined as:

\[ P_{\text{infection}} = 1 - e^{-\alpha X} \]

where \( X \) is numbers of SARS-CoV-2 RNA copies of one susceptible individual and \( \alpha \) is infectivity. Then the protection is defined as:

\[ P_{\text{protection}} = 1 - P_{\text{infection}} = e^{-\alpha X} \]

Last, the following is the mathematical relationship between vaccine protection for BA.4/5 and for BA.2 (Fig. 3D):

\[ P_{\text{protection for BA4/5}} = (P_{\text{protection for BA2}})^{4.2} \]

Moreover, the protection of one or two doses against BA.4/5 is assumed to be 0.

For illustrative purposes, we start with a model of two co-circulating strains within a simplified SEIR framework, assuming a complete cross-immunity. This means infection by either strain confers permanent immunity (at least in this model’s short-term period) to both. The distinct compartmental classes were: susceptible to both strains S, vaccinated group V, exposed to BA.2, exposed to BA.4/5, infectious with BA.2, infectious with BA.4/5, and recovered (immune to both).

![SEIR model](image)

**Fig. 2.** Daily time-step discrete SEIR model with vaccination for cross-immunity.

**Model training and forecast**

To predict the coming outbreak, we first fitted the fifth wave. 22nd February 2021 was the start of the vaccine and also was day 0 for model simulation. The parameterized model (Supplementary Table S2) was used to obtain the future daily number of reported cases and daily cases among individuals with a different number of vaccine doses.
The population is classified into different vaccination groups. We assumed that during the fifth epidemic wave, 95% of susceptible people who should have received the first dose (i.e. individuals who are eligible for the second injection) received the second dose, and only 70% of people who should have received the second dose received the third dose. After 5th March 2022, the average interval between the 2nd and 3rd dose was shortened to 90 days for 90% population (who would receive the second dose after 5th March 2022) while that interval for another 10% population remained unchanged (still 200 days). Next, the impacts of the new VOC on vaccine protection were incorporated into the modeling. Some assumptions were made: First, BA 2.12.1 and BA.2 were grouped because of their similar growth pattern in Hong Kong (see supplementary). Second, BA 4 and BA. 5 were not separated in the model [22]. Finally, there was complete cross-immunity between these two types, which meant that recovered individuals with either virus lead to immunity to both.

We projected outbreak dynamics by different social distancing measures and vaccination coverage rates. Three possible measures were proposed: (1) Reactivate the social distance policy [25]: the mobility index was decreased by 10% from 1st September to 1st October compared with the original forecast data; (2) Higher vaccinated coverage with boosting dose [26]: It was assumed that 100% people who never infected would finally complete three doses, to explore whether a larger scale of vaccine coverage combined with the recovered group could control the spread of new variants. (3) The above two measures were implemented simultaneously.

Results

The vaccine protection taking account of waning immunity

The detailed results of simulating vaccine waning immunity were presented in Fig.1. The protections of full immunization (two doses) from each of two brands, homologous boosters and heterologous boosters were obtained. Then, we calculated the average protection provided from two doses against BA.2 and BA.4/5 from the actual vaccination rates and the protection from three doses. For simplicity purpose, only the average protection was used for simulation in this study (Fig. 3C).

Let $P_{j,k_j}$ be the protection of the $j$-th dose over time. Define $V^{\text{max}}$ as the maximum value of protection and $V^{\text{inf}}$ as the minimum value of protection after waning. The protections of different doses over time are defined as:

1-dose: $P_{1,k_1} = 0 \quad k_1 \in [1,30]$

2- and 3-dose:

$$p_{j,k_j} = V^{\text{max}} - (V^{\text{max}} - V^{\text{inf}})[1 - e^{-ak_j}(1 - e^{-bk_j})/c]$$

where the index $k_j$ represents the time (number of days) since the $j$-th dose was
administered. We set the range for $k_1$, $k_2$ and $k_3$: $k_1 \in [1,30]$ and $k_j \in [1,200]$ when $j = 2,3$, considering the actual dose intervals recommended in Hong Kong. The parameters $a, b, c$ are parameters to control the slopes of the functions.

**Fig. 3. The simulation of waning immunity.** (A) Vaccine protection from 2-dose. The red curve represents the protection of 2-dose Pfizer and the green curve represents the protection of 2-dose Sinovac. (B-C) Vaccine protection from 3-dose. The four curves represent the protection since the third dose with different vaccination schemes. (D) Average vaccine protection from different vaccine brands and 3-dose protection for variant BA.4/5. The pink curve is obtained from the arithmetic mean of the two curves in the A diagram. The blue curve is obtained from the arithmetic mean of the four curves in the B diagram. The dashed line indicates the protection of 3-dose for BA.4/5.

**The fifth epidemic wave in Hong Kong**
The model successfully predicted the evolving trend of the COVID-19 epidemic after the training period (Fig. 4C). During the forecast period, BA.4/5 emerged and vaccine protection waned. Temperature generally became warmer while social distancing was relaxed (See Methods and Supplementary Table S3). The model was also able to predict daily injections of the second and third doses using the real vaccination data of the first dose after required dose intervals were taken into account (Fig. 4AB).
Fig. 4. Overview of fifth epidemic curve estimation, predicted and actual daily number of vaccination. (A) Predicted ideal daily number of vaccination. (B) Actual daily number of vaccination (As of October 30th, 2022). (C) Simulated fifth epidemic curve and possible sixth wave with waning vaccine immunity and constant vaccine immunity. The red dots represent the observed daily reported cases. The dark blue curve represents the fitting daily number of infections with waning immunity. The dashed dark blue curve represents the fitting daily number of infections without waning immunity. (D) The predicted number of daily infections with two variants’ (BA.2 and BA.4/5) cross-immunity with waning vaccine immunity and constant vaccine immunity.

Impacts of vaccine waning and immune escape
To verify the impact of waning immunity, a null model without waning immunity was compared. The average protection of 3rd dose was maintained at the maximum value without further decline (i.e. 76.48%). The null model cannot capture the actual transmission dynamics. The predicted number of cumulative cases across the study period was 35.14% fewer than the model with waning immunity (Fig. 4CD).

The model forecasted the dynamics of multiple strains. BA.4/5 were assumed to enter the community on 1st June. The model predicted that BA.2 would cause an outbreak and reach its peak around mid-September. BA.4/5 infection would become the dominant strain after late August (Fig. 5A). The infectious rate would become higher due to closer social distance, waning vaccine protection, and decreasing temperature in autumn and winter or other reasons (see method). These factors determined a new outbreak.

Impacts of control measures
We projected the second surge under different social distancing and vaccination conditions. When the population mobility was reduced by 10% between 1st September 2022 and 1st October 2022, compared with the previous forecast data), the number of cases reduced 13.78% (about 121400) (Fig. 5A).
If the probability of receiving boosting dose improved to 100% from 70% after 1st, June 2022, the BA.2 outbreak would be suppressed obviously. Although a higher vaccination coverage allows the population less likely to be infected with BA.2 and also BA.4/5, vaccines against BA.4/5 could not reduce the number of infections. 55.93 % of BA.2 cases can be reduced but cases of BA.4/5 are almost unchanged. Total cases would reduce 18.65% (Fig. 5B). If both measures were used, social distance policy and higher vaccination coverage could control possible next surge better and 33.39 % of total cases can be reduced (Fig. 5C). However, the pattern of the second surge remained apparently.

Fig. 5. Number of predicted infections during second surge of Hong Kong’s fifth epidemic wave under variant BA.2 and BA.4/5. (A) The government re-publish social distance policy. The vertical dashed lines represent the period (between 1st September and 1st October) when the mobility index is reduced by 10%. (B) Fully vaccinated for boosting dose (after 1st June) The model assumed population would be fully vaccinated for boosting dose. (C) The policy that more stringent social distance and population would be fully vaccinated would be implemented together. The vertical dashed lines have the same meaning as in (A).

Discussion

This study successfully forecasted the development of COVID-19’s second surge after the initial fifth epidemic wave in Hong Kong by incorporating a fine-scaled vaccine-waning immunity into an SEIR model. The results demonstrate that the waning protection and immune escape mutations were the most critical factors to drive this new outbreak. The impact of our finding is that waning immunity should be considered in order to provide a more accurate model forecast. A more accurate model forecasting considering waning immunity allows a better preparation of the next outbreaks. Incorporating the continuous change of vaccine protection into modelling can also be used to improve previous vaccine dose interval studies [9,10], aiming to optimize vaccine protection.

The comparison of the predictions between models with waning and constant immunity settings suggested that waning vaccine immunity is a factor leading to the
second surge of infections (Figure 5D). Moreover, around the second surge, two types of subvariants (BA.2 and BA.4/5) in the population co-circulated and produced sufficient cross-immunity against each other. There, we assumed that individuals were only infected with one of these two subvariants and then develop strong protection against the other at least during the study period (i.e. between January 2022 and November 2022). The model also successfully captured that after the two variants spread for a period, subvariant BA.4/5 gradually became the dominant strain. The replacement happened because vaccines only effectively protect BA.2 but not BA.4/5 (Fig. 3D). Even if vaccine coverage reached 100%, the surge dominated by BA.4/5 can not be prevented (Fig. 5B). This suggests BA4.5 had a stronger vaccine escape ability.

Besides the dynamics of population immunity and immune escape mutations, other factors such as temperature, contact number, and population mobility index was incorporated into modeling to capture the development of the fifth epidemic wave in Hong Kong. Although the temperature was likely to influence virus transmission significantly during the early period of the fifth wave [16], it was not the critical factor to lead to the second surge, which occurred before winter. Similarly, when the mobility index was further reduced, the second surge was maintained, indicating the new outbreaks caused by Omicron immune escape strains may not easily be prevented by non-pharmaceutical interventions.

Even though we successfully predicted the second surge, the number of reported cases reduced more rapidly than our predicted decline. Certain reasons may lead to this discrepancy. First, some continuous-executing policies such as the "Vaccine Pass" or gathering ban policy would help control the epidemic. "Vaccine Pass" required citizens to receive three doses of the COVID-19 vaccine as soon as possible (From 30th June, 2022, population aged 18 and over must continue to receive the third dose of vaccine within 9 months of receiving the second dose of vaccine in order to continue to use the "Vaccine Pass"). The mobility index we used cannot reflect the impact of this policy. Second, many recovered people still get three doses of the vaccine or even a fourth dose. A high-level vaccine coverage would provide higher protection at the social level. Finally, people would consciously take some measures to protect themselves when facing a possible new wave, such as not going to crowded places and reducing the use of transportation, etc.

Certain limitations exist in our study. First, we assumed that the recovered population had long-term immunity. We acknowledged that recovered people still have a chance of being re-infected[27, 28], however, this event has not been frequently reported during this period. Second, the vaccine was assumed to be equally protective across different age groups and the duration of recovery for these age groups was only related to their vaccination status. Certain immunocompromised people (like the elderly, pregnant women, and children) can be more susceptible to COVID-19 infectious but we did not consider this scenario. Third, the model did not account for
the fourth dose although it has entered the community, which was still significant to obtain a higher vaccine protection across the population [29,30]. Fourth, the model did not consider unreported cases. Since rapid antigen test kits were allowed to be used for the case confirmation in this period, the fraction of unreported might not be significant. Finally, only two types of subvariants (BA.2 and BA.4/5) were studied. There could be other strains circulated but we did not find the report of these events during most of study period.
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